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VOLUME 84~ NO. 23 TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2001 
Students and Faculty Voice Concerns Over 
Technology Issues in Fine Arts Program 
By Shala Wilson & Crystal Anderson 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
In a quest to garner exposure for the arts department, officials dis-
cussed their mission to rally students around the most prominent issues 
affecting students in the department in a meeting Thursday. 
Spearheading the pursuit for student activism was Art Department 
Chairman Al Smith who spoke to students on what was needed to bring 
attention to the program. According to Smith. the University's art pro• 
, gram. Visual Information Design Art (VIDA), is in need of outside fund-
ing for technology, and has a goal of becoming the University's main 
source of publishing information. 
During the summer, the sculpture building behind Childers Hall was 
dcstr0ycd to provide extra practice space for I.he band and various sports 
and activities. The Doors and More building on Sherman Avenue is in the 
process of being converted into the new 3-dimensional art faciUty. lt has 
already been furnished with heating. ventilation and air condit.ioning, 
along with the power needed 10 operate the facility. Equipment for weld-
ing, woodshop and mold making has already been acquired. 
Smith describes the 3-dimensional art facility as a definite "step up." 
He hopes to convince the administration to give the facility more atten-
tion. 
and writing of the 21" century that the masses don't understand, 
thus, our students will be the teachers," Smith said. 
C.C. Lee, an electronic studio professor, informed I.he attendees 
of the art department's proposed budget for technology sub1ni11ed 
last semester that was denied. The department requested 
SJ 50,000 in the first year and more than $380,000 over 3 years. 
This would have covered the software, rewiring, and new comput-
ers among other things needed 10 renovate the 5-ye.,r-old digital 
studio located inside I.he Human Ecology building. 
According to desktop publishing professorTewodross 
Mclchishua. the department attempted to u-ade in the Macintoshes 
for newer models, however, they were so outdated the company 
didn't want them. 
For1y-rwo percent of the unapproved budget was allocated to 
buy 40 new compotcrs-20 PC's and 20 G4's, the newest high• 
end computers available by Macintosh. The department recently 
completed paperwork to lease IO Macintoshes and eight PC's. 
said Smith. However, Apple wanted belier representation so the 
company leased 15 G4S at comparable rates. 
ln his first semester as the chairman, Smith wants to promote "visual 
language" at Howard. He said language can't be confined to 26 characters 
anymore. Instead, image, text, sound and motion are the la.nguages Amer-
ica now speaks, according to Smith. 
"We need external funds," said Smith. He ,vants the faculty 10 
form a task force to produce 10 major gr.mis a year in order 10 get 
at least funded by three. "You can ask for certain things, but all 
across campus, deans have had flat budgets," he said. Smith 
added that even University President H. Patrick Swygcrt's Strate-
gic Framework for Action Part II called for outside funding. 
Smith wants to convey the message that "if you give us what 
we need, (the art department) can do so much more." 
Photo By Shala Wilson 
Smdems met in the Goller)' in lhe Fine An.~ lxlil<ling on Thur<d•t U> discu.ss lhe '"""' o( lhe 
eicctronic srudio 31"1 lab and olhcr issu~ in the department 
"Global culture is going towards visual language. II is the new reading 
University Readies for 
Hornecorning Crowds with 
Security Measures 
Bv Tlfl'ANm H ORNE 
Contributing Writer 
The start of Homecoming week brings about 
many things for students, alumni and University 
officials, chiefly the large crowds the annual evem 
brings 10 the campus. 
"Thls year the magnitude of guests is expected 
to well exceed past figures." said Melva Jones, 
chairwoman of the 200 I Homecoming Steering 
Committee. 
According to Jones, this year's Yard Fest will 
feature approximately 29 booths. They will be 
both food and non-food. 
''The highly anticipated yard fest event will have 
29 food and non-food booths I.his year. Venders 
will range from students, faculty, and other mem-
bers of the Howard University community," said 
Joaes. 
According to Student Activities Director, 'Ter-
rance Samuels, three organizations directly 
impacted by Homecoming have met to discuss 
how 10 make this year's events safe. 
"We have been meeting with the Homecoming 
committee. campus police, parking management 
and others since May, to ensure that every activi-
ty runs safely and as planned." 
Preventive measures have been taken to insure 
that campus police will be able 10 adequately con• 
trOI the large crowds expected. 
"All paid events with the one exception of the 
step show (which will be held in Burr Gymnasi-
um) will be held in Cramton Auditorium. This 
gives campus police complete comrol over the 
inflow of all guest and allows anendance to be 
recorded," said Samuels. 
In efforts to prevent a parking shortage, the 
Office of Student Activities along with the Park-
ing Office have been working collectively to 
accommodate the mass amounts of guests expect-
ed to auend the University's annua1 event. 
Parking management is preparing for I.he mass 
crowds in various ways. One Parking Office offi-
cial, Denise Eanes, said the University would 
expand it • tt,~ rarking spac, 
'1'hcrc is limited space available, there will be 
parking on the outskirts of campus and space 
available in both the Howard Universicy Hospital 
and Bethune Annex parking lot." 
Eanes encourages students and visitors to uti-
lize public u-ansportation to minimize the amount 
of u-affic surrounding the University during 
Homecoming. 
The shuttle servioe, which will be en route from 
the Shaw-Howard Meu-o station to surrounding 
residence halls, will be on schedule, but have an 
alternative, "strategic" route due to the expected 
trarfic. 
In spite of the large crowds expected to be in 
the area, safety was an issue that was not on the 
minds of many students. In fact, many were con-
fident in the University's abi lity 10 maintain a 
peaceful event. 
"As a senior. I have anended several home• 
comings and never experienced any problems." 
said international business major Antigwe 
Lumukanda. " I have complete fai th in Howard 
University's ability to successfully navigate us 
through a invigorating and gal lant Homecom-
ing." 
Other students felt that in past years safety did 
not pose a major problem. 
"Last year was my first year experiencing a 
Howard Homecoming and I was amazed by the 
amount of people that showed up for I.he Yard Fest 
event," said sopho111ore chemical engineer major 
Jama.I Jowers. 
''There were so many crowds of people when 
Jay-Z came to the stage. I can honestly say that 
I felt safe knowing that campus police had every-
thing under control." 
Anti-War 
Photo lly Melruue Cecelia Ncsbiu 
Stan Scarnno voices his opinion 3,gain\t Bu~h and lht po~sibility of war .1l Malcolm X Park on Sunday. Varinth groups and m:.ny indi-
viduals came out to ~hO\V their di Wain for the go,ernmen1•s actions aiaimt Aft:,ham\tan 
Ashcroft Introduces Plan to Search 
Student Records in Wake of Attacks Campus: Howard students get a pay increase for work study program. 
SeeA2. By Miguel Reyna 
P•ilY Caljfornjan (U. California-Berkeley) 
(U-WIRE) BERKELEY, Calif. - U.S. Attorney 
General John Ashcroft has asked Congress 10 con-
sider a plan that would give federal officials exten-
sive access to students' private records in the wake 
of the terrorist attacks. 
The plan would allow government officials 10 
search a student's records without his or her knowl-
edge or consent. 
If probable cause can be shown, officials from the 
federal departmen1s of Education and Justice will be 
able 10 examine a student's records for past "acts of 
tension toward America.'' 
Because one of the 1erroris1s had entered the Unit-
ed States with a student visa, a Justice Department 
spokesperson said the federal government needs 
more information abou1 students' records and activ-
ities. 
One of the terrorist hijackers bad enrolled last fall 
at Holy Names College in Oakland, Calif., to study 
English. He had made preparations to move in with 
a host family, but never showed up for classes. 
But the U.S. Student Association, a national sto-
denl lobbying organization, said Ashcroft's propos-
al gives a green light for federal o£ficials 10 unnec-
essarily look at students' private records. 
"(The Jaw would) violate a student's right to pri-
vacy," said Allen Parker, U.S. Student Association 
spokesperson. "Besides, it will be hard for (federal 
officials) to determine if a student is a terrot'ist just 
by random facts." 
A Justice Department official said files will not be 
opened on random whims. First, probable cause 
must be given, and even if the files are looked at close-
ly, only importnnt aspects will be searched - not 
school-related information. 
"(Federal agents) are looking only at certain key 
traits," said Mindy Tucker, a Justice Department 
spokesperson. ''Grades and other school-directed 
information will not be looked into. Characteristics 
like anger displacement and past acts of tension 
toward America would be the focus of the searches." 
The student association said it also fears this will 
lead to racial profiling, with students of Middle East-
ern and South Asian tlescent being unnecessarily tar• 
geted. 
'1'here·s no way you can look at someone's records 
and figure out if they're going 10 do someth.ing. Of 
course it's going to target Muslims and Arabs," said 
Bnsim Elkarra, president of the University of Cali• 
Plea.re See Ashcroft, ,13 
, 
e,vs: Cincinatti police officer wh 
shot an unarmed man this summe1 
was acquitted of all charges. 
SeeA4. 
Sports: The Bison football team loses 
a heartbreaker to Florida A&M Uni-
versity. See A6, 
ngage: Check out the Sex in th 
Chocolate City column. See A6. 
• 
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Voice& 
Views 
ow can Howard 
· mprove in the area of 
echnology? 
"'One 1hing 1hat 1hey can improve 
upon is 1heir registration system. I 
believe 1ha1 we can borrow a linle 
from University of Maryland 10 
make our own process run 
smoo1her." 
Harvey Jenkins U 
Finance, Junior 
.. Howard needs to just invest in it. 
We're spending our money in the 
wrong areas of our school. We also 
need more technicians that know 
what they're doing. Speaking on the 
behalf of Graphic Design more com-
pu1ers would be a helpful invest-
ment." 
Corey Manning 
Graphic Design. Junior 
.. We need 10 utilize and expand 
through technology in our registra-
tion system. ll's ridiculous that 
overrides go through about 3 peo-
ple before being pul in10 the 
camp:· 
Meghan Cray1on 
Biology/Pre-med 
Sophomore 
.. Purchase new equipmen1 for some 
of 1he science labs. Ei1her 1he 
equipment is non-functionable or 
non-existent:· 
Thomas J. Hardy 
Sophomore 
Biology 
"More efforts should be placed inlo 
main1aining the technology we do 
have. I also think that the wireless 
web should be made available 10 all 
studen1s free of charge. Maybe it 
could be included in tuition/fees." 
Naima Harmon 
Junior 
RTVF 
Compiled By Vince Smith 
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Workstudy Students Get Pay Increase 
BY MAK£1lRA ANDERSON 
Hilltop S1aff Writer 
In an aucmpt to compe1e for s1uden1 employment. 1he 
office of Financial Aid. Scholarships and Student Employ-
ment has increased wages as much as 25 percent 1his semes-
ter. 
Studenls awarded work study for 1hc 2001-2002 acade-
mic school year will earn on avernge of $ 10-$14 per hour 
instead of $8-$13 per hour, earned by students in previous 
years. According lo University officials. s1uden1s have been 
encouraged to take advanrnge of 1his increase to help pay 
for tuition, room and board, and miscellaneous expenses. 
Officials cited outside employment as the primary rea-
son for the rise in s1uden1 salary. 
.. The increase occurred because in the past we have nol 
been able 10 retain students in positions." said Steven John• 
son, associa1e direclor of the Office. ''They are usually able 
to lind better jobs," Johnson admitted. 
Over 6,500 s1uden1s applied for financial aid this year. yel 
only 637 were awarded student employment "Work s1udy 
is allocated based on students need, and our budget, .. said 
Beverly Collins. manager for S1uden1 Employment. "Each 
department submits a vacancy form al the beginning of 1he 
year and we lill positions according to those numbers." 
In the past s1uden1s have sought for alternative employ-
ment because work s1udy didn'1 pay enough, but have been 
lured back the program since the rates havr improved. 
"In the beginning I knew I wasn't going to claim my award 
because I found a higher paying job. Bui when I found out 
I could make $12 per hour I quickly wen! and talked to the 
people in •he work study oflice:· said junior architec1ure 
major, Jona1han Cosamaya. Work Study is many students 
only form of income and for some students the raise in pay 
will defini1ely come in handy. ''I'm glad they increased the 
wages, because l.1>1 year work study wasn't enough to cover 
all my expenses." said Sharrica Miller, sophomore nursing 
major. 
Although there are some who have not claimed their work 
study award the money has been alloca1ed and there are no 
openings. The Oflice will 1101 begin to offer work-study 10 
other studems un1il everyone who received an award letter 
has had the chance to claim their award. 
This year 1he Oflice has added the America Reads pro-
gram as ,1no1her alternative for s1uden1s. It is a tu1orial pro-
gram sci up in neighboring high schools that gives students 
the opportunily 10 work off campus. S1uden1s must go 
through a 1raining period before 1hey are hired as tulors and 
mus1 be available for the selected hours. 
According to sophomore accoun1ing major. Tiffany Ellis 
the America Reads program was a very good idea. " I was 
glad to lind out that I could work off campus tutoring high 
school kids because it gives me the oppor1uni1y to give back 
10 my community, get off campus and I get paid for i1." 
The alternative 10 work study is Howard University Stu-
den1 Employment (H USEP). This program is designed 10 
accommodate those s1udcn1s who did not quali1y or weren't 
awarded work study. Bui 10 receive employment through 
HU SEP you must apply before 1he spring semester deadline 
and be in good academic standing with 1he University. 
According 10 Steven Johnson, the associa1e director of the 
Oflice. people need to remember that work study is a priv-
ilege and should be taken seriously. 
"Students need to be sensitive to deadlines for the work 
study program to be I 00 percent successful, work study is 
mean! 10 supplement your educa1ion experience and should 
not imerfere with you academic schedule or be taken advan• 
tage of," Johnson said. 
Bison in Britain 
CAMPUS CRIME REPORT Perceptions of the 
''Other'' in the UK 
his is service provid-
d by Howard Univer-
ity Campus Police. 
his report was com-
iled by Campus Edi-
or Brakkton Booker. 
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ttempted burglary 
OSI properly 
ocke Hall 
njured person 
t. 27 
estruction of proper-
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cademic Support 
ldg. 
Unlocked door 
Fine Arts Bldg. 
Unlocked door 
HUH 
Customer complaint 
Engineering Bldg. 
Entry w/out authoriza-
tion 
HUH 
Theft I 
Annex 
Sick transport 
Annex 
Theft I 
Academic Support 
Bldg. 
Hazardous smoke 
Burr Gymnasium 
Theft I 
Douglass Hall 
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Theft from auto 
Sickle Cell Bldg. 
Suicide threat 
HPT 
Theft II 
HY" & W St. 
Rappers Delight 
Thcfl from auto 
Gresham Pl. 
Theft from au10 
Sept. 28 
600 Blk. of W St. 
Damaged property 
Slowe Hall 
Alarm activated 
Founders Library 
Injured person 
Sept. 29 
Architecture Bldg. 
Theft from auto 
Sept. 30 
HPT 
False alarm 
Demal School 
False alarm 
Dental School 
Hazardous water 
Quad 
Hazardous elevator 
Stokes Library 
Alarm activation 
P!lOlo By Melonie Nesbitt 
Campus rappers took part in 1he first u,ping of the new show Five Minutes of Fame. The show is a 
weekly show where chmpus artists showca_se their talents via singing and rapping. The show will be 
taped in Jasmines Pizzo every Friday. II will rur on WHUT. 
BY KERRY ANN H AMIi.TON 
Contribu1ing \Vri1er 
This semester I op1ed 10 do a study 
abroad. thus perpetuating our motto, 
Leaders for America and the global 
community. The school is Richmond. 
The American lnterna1ional Universi1y. 
which lies in the city of London. Eng-
land of the United Kingdom. 
The United Kingdom lies off 1he 
Atlantic coast of mainland Europe. and 
consists of England, Sco1land. and 
Wales (Great Brilain) and Northern Ire-
land. Since I 945, the United Kingdom 
has become home to thousands of immi• 
grams. primarily from the Caribbean 
former Brirish colonic.• in Africa. a< 
well as Asian countries including India 
and Pakhtan. This has given Britain a 
multi-cultural, multi-racial. and multi-
e1hnic flavor. 
However. despite the mosaic of cul-
tures and elhnic groups, stereotypes and 
preconceived notions of the "01her" is 
presen1 in London. The dynamics of 
race here is arguably less covert than in 
1he Uni1cd Smtes. 
The race rela1ions have been 
described by many American students 
as "mello." relaxed. less confrontational. 
and linle animosi1y, just 10 name a few. 
Dania Sunon. an in1ernship student 
from Moun1 St Mary College in Brent-
wood. California says tha1 racial tension 
in the UK is minimal. "Race is not an 
issue. I go out 10 1he clubs and 01her 
social places and it is just an array of 
people having a good time. Its nOI taboo 
for in1erracial couples, to me it seems 10 
be the norm. the stares are not as pierc-
ing as in 1he US," Sutton said. 
Man Reuben. a junior from the Uni-
versi1y of Rhode Island. also agrees 1ha1 
the interactioa among different e1hnic 
groups are contrasting 10 the Uni1ed 
States. "Unlike when I go 10 New York 
Ci1y. in London 1here is less harassment 
and lights among groups, the prejudices 
are not as prevalent as in the Stares." 
Reuben said. 
America: 1he land of the free and 
home of the brave. This is not only a 
line from the Star Spangled Banner. 
however. these are precep1s held dearly 
by Americans. The greatest land on 
earth and of course the world's Super 
power. To the surprise of many 1ha1 is 
nol the global view of America and i1s 
citizens. 
In in1erviews with several students at 
Richmond, Americans and non-Ameri-
cans. 1he view is quite the contrary. 
Americans are viewed as lazy. loud, 
materialistic. aggressive. and dull 10 ci1e 
a few examples. 
Studying at an American and \n1erna-
tional university allows one 10 dispel 
many myths and sterco1ypes about other 
groups, in a rational and open-minded 
way. A student from Bulgaria was asked 
in a Sociology class what is her percep• 
tion of pover1y and 1he underclass and 
her response was Americans in McDon-
ald's. McDonald's is portrayed by the 
media as an American symbol and 
many outsiders looking in view that 
negatively. 
The same is true for people from the 
Middle East They are easterners, back-
ward, overly religious, barbaric, and in 
recent times Muslims have been viewed 
as terrorists. 
President Bush and 01her world lead-
ers are auempting 10 obliterate this fal-
lacious notion, thus emphasizing the 
cri1ical point 1hat terrorism and Islam 
are separa1e en1i1ies. Nevertheless. there 
is a clash of civiliza1ions as 1he West 
views itself as Superior. 
The Politics of the Middle Eas1 class 
a1 Richmond, is an excellent learning 
ground for both cultures. West and East. 
The roo1s of stereotypes are explored 
and students are enlightened. ''I'he per-
cep1ion of 1he East is perpeluated by the 
media, poli1icians. movies. and through 
scholarly writings as backward and 
uncivilized. The classroom allows us 
the opportunity to critically examine 
both cultures and their policies, i1 is no1 
a bashing session West versus East," 
said Mehdi Moslem. Professor of Mid-
dle Ea.\t Poli1ics. Richmond College. 
The s1ereotypes are not limited to 
in1erna1ional views on America. but 
also how Americans from different 
regions view each 01her. Yes. the issue 
of country versus town and Norih ver-
sus South is also a very deba1ablc 
ground. 
Nicole Conrell. ;1 junior from George 
Washington University and a native of 
Kentucky. found 1ha1 the stereotypes of 
the Sou1h were qui 1e uninformed and 
unsubs1antiated. "Admittedly. I have a 
strong Southern accen1. that does no1 
mean I am dumb and unintelligent:· 
Cottre II said. 
Shannon Wilkins. a history major 
from Radford University, agrees thal the 
study abroad experience allows him to 
learn more about the diverse composi-
1ion of the US and it, citizens. "Because 
someone is from 1he South does not 
mean they tip cows, drink sweet tea. or 
live on a farm. we need to move away 
from those s1ercotypcs,'' Wilkins said. 
1l1ere are also misconcep1ions about 
schools as well. Cottrell viewed Howard 
University as a school only for Blacks. 
As the Howard Ambassador 10 Rich-
mond College. I had the noble duly of 
informing my col leagues about Howard 
Universi1y, 1hus emphasizing 1hai his1or-
ically Black and predominantly Black 
does not translate 10 a school exclusive-
ly for black people. 
This experience of s1udying abroad is 
phenomenal: one learns abou1 the 
uniqueness of 01her cultures and also 
learns to appreciate rather than merely 
tolera1e others. Our percep1ion is based 
upon the world as we see ii. largely 
based on our experiences as well as 
socialitation. However. our perceptions 
arc merely beliefs and to a great extent 
our opinions. and no1 imperial facts. 
Bernard Baruch, an economic advisor 
10 U.S Presidents for over forty years in 
his wisdom said. "Every man has a right 
10 his opinion, bul no man has a right to 
be wrong in his facts," 
Emails are welcome at billwinl!ti: 
1ajn@ho1majl,com Kerry-Am, K. Hamil-
1011 is a j1111ior broadcast journalism 
major who is s111dyi11g abroad in Lon-
don. 
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Ashcroft Introduces 
' Plan to Search 
Student Records 
From Al , 
fornia-Berkeley Muslim Studeni Association. 
But Laurie Rebjoahnos. another spokesperson forthe Justice Depart-
ment. ,aid race will 1101 maner in the searches. 
"Muslims and Middle Easterner, will 1101 be targeted." Rebjoahnos 
said. "Americans have tendencies toward terrorism also. So (Ameri-
cans) would be looked closely as well." 
Members of Congress are reviewing Ashcrofl"s plan and drafting dif-
ferent types of antiterrorism legislation. which House and Senate com-
minees are expected to consider this week. 
Ashcroft has 1101 yet outlined the criteria under which colleges must 
turn over confidential student data. 
Past laws ha,..: al lowed official searches of s1uden1 profiles. but rhey 
contained li rnitalions. 
The federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act prevents col-
leges from releasing s1uden1s· personal information wi1hou1 the writ-
ten con,cni of the studem. 
But the law does give leeway for several exceptions, including a 
"health or safety emergency." 
To write for The Hill-
top come pick up a 
story tonight at 7 
p.m. The Hilltop is 
located on the plaza 
level of the Howard 
Plaza West Towers 
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NEWS 
Officer Acquitted in S.hooting of Youth 
Howard, Ohio Students Express Outrage at Judges Decision 
By MONICA STEELE 
Contribu1ing Wri1er 
Howard students from Ohio reacted 
angrily 10 Wednesday 's acquiual of 
Stephen Roach, a Cincinnati police officer, 
who shot and killed a 19 year-old black 
teenager. Timothy Thomas was gunned 
down last April. He was unarmed. The fatal 
shooting sparked the worst riots in Cincin-
nati history since the 1960s. 
Hamilton County Municipal Coun Judge 
Ted Winkler. hearing 1he case without a 
jury at the request of Roach, acquitted 
Roach on misdemeanor counts of negligent 
homicide and obstructing official business. 
Roach, who did not testify during the 
seven-day trial, bad given police investi-
gators different versions of what happened 
when he shot Thomas in the early morning 
of April 7'11 when he responded to a police 
call about a fleeing suspect. 
'This is total disgrace of our justice sys-
tem." said Stefanie Brown. President of 1he 
Howard University Student Association. 
Brown is a resident of Cleveland. Ohio. 
"l hope that the people of Cincinnati rally 
around working to get this decision 
changed," she said. 
Cincinnati Mayor Charlie Lucken and 
After the murder of unarmed youth 
Timothy Thomas (right) last April. 
Cincinnati experienced its worst riots 
since the 1960s. The officer involved 
was acquitted on Wednesday. 
other city leaders are calling for the com-
munity 10 respect the ruling. and if they 
mus1, 10 protest peacefully. 
'1'here's no reason for any violence or 
criminal ac1ivi1y, I hope that the citizens of 
Cincinnati lei their opinions be expressed 
in a peaceful manner," said Luken. 
"Hopefully, 1he politicians and activist in 
1his town have learned form the events last 
April 1ha1 inflammatory rhetoric al a limes 
like this is a recipe for disaster.'' Luken 
said. 
In three nights of rioting 1hat followed the 
shooting, dozens of people were injured 
and more 1han 800 were arrested before a 
temporary citywide curfew ended the dis-
turbance. The city had nol seen such racial 
unrest since the assassination of Rev. Mar-
tin Luther King Jr. in 1968. Thomas was the 
15th black 10 be shot and killed by a Cincin-
nati police officer since 1995. 
Howard students from Ohio reactions 
was of complete dismay and outrage. 
Among them was senior business man-
agement major Wade Harris. 
"Basically, justice isn't served in this 
county. Police officers usually get off. 
because different rules apply 10 officers. 
then 10 that of a normal citizen. Cincinnati 
has had a history with cops, I would have 
been surprised if the officer would have got 
charged." 
Since April's riots. 154 people have been 
either killed or wounded, in an unprece-
dented wave of shootings. which jumped 
600 percent this summer. 
Howard community members also agree 
that Ibis is a tragedy for nol only the peo-
ple of Cincinnati. but also 1he nation as a 
whole. 
Officer M. Jones of the Disuic1 of Colum-
bia Southeast Division said. "Every time a 
cop draws his gun. he mus! first think about 
every alternative method pertaining 10 1he 
situation, and until changes are made in the 
way officers are trained, this injustice will 
continue 10 occur." 
Justice Department Issues Racial Profiling Study 
Officers not required to participate in study 
By C RISPIN B ROOKS 
Contributing Writer 
The justice depart men I announced recent-
ly that it would soon begin a study of racial 
profiling at local police depar1men1S and 
precincts. The main objective of 1he study 
is 10 investigate whether or no1 police offi-
cers perform tr.ufic slops based on race or 
ethnicity. Police officers will no1 be forced 
10 participate, bu1 will do so on a voluntary 
basis. 
Though rnany see this as a step in the right 
direction tiy the Justice Department, the 
program has come under tremendous crit-
icism due 10 the clause in 1he study that per-
mits officers 10 choose whether or nol they 
want 10 par1icipa1e. 
According 10 an anicle by the Associat-
ed Press, this clause only serves 10 aid in 
the s1udy's success. 
ln an interview with Assistant Attorney 
General. Ralph Boyd, he said, "the prefer-
ence is 10 have folks do ii voluntarily, 10 be 
invested in whal they're doing.'' Boyd went 
on 10 say, ·• We are not here 10 microman-
age police departments all over the coun-
1ry." 
According to the article, it was Boyd's 
belief Iha! 'The overwhelming preponder• 
ance" of officers were struggling 10 correct 
the practice of racial profiling within their 
own communities. He said 1ha1 the Justice 
Department would work in collaboraiion 
with police depanmenls 10 correct the prob-
lem. 
This, according 10 Howard University 
Assistant Professor of Political Science. 
Nicole Johnson, is certainly a s1ep in the 
right direction by the Justice Department 
" The fact thal the department will now 
have collected evidence will make belier 
arguments when looking into police cases 
of racial profiling," Johnson said. 
She added that this sorl of study should 
not be limited 10 police departments, how-
ever, they should be carried ou1 a1 all lev-
els of government. Only 1hen. she feels. we 
would have gollen 10 the root of 1he prob-
lem. "The fact that such a study is neces-
sary is proof that there is a problem and 
should suggest significant implications for 
police departments across 1he country." 
Johnson said. 
The issue of police par1icipa1ion has gone 
under scrutiny by 1he studies critics. John-
son agrees with the study's critics. " For 
such an imporiani issue all officers should 
be encouraged ifno1 forced 10 pariicipate." 
She added 1hai "II doe-~ a disservice 10 
everyone if we continue 10 find ways 10 mi1-
iga1e such issues. The more information we 
know can on ly 
serve 10 help.'' 
Professor John-
son warned 1hat 
we should be 
aware of such 
injustices and hold 
those 1ha1 carry 
1hese acts out 
accountable for 
their actions. She 
said 1ha1 persons in 
law enforcemeni 
should be 1he last 
10 make judgments 
based on race or 
ethnicity, as they 
are here to pro1ec1 
us all, regardless The Justice Depar1men1 will begin a study on racial profiling al local 
of our background. police dep:1rtmen1s and precincts. 
Other critics say 
1h.1 allowing offi-
cers a choice in the 
mailer will only 
mask the true results of the study. Their 
assumption is that officers who arc aware 
of their wrong doing will be more he,i1an1 
10 participate in the study which would 
allow them to continue this injustice. 
To ensure the in1egri1y of 1he study. the 
justice department plans to seek 1he assis-
rnnce of both academicians and researchers 
who have studied racial profiling data from 
police depar1men1s around the country. 
Both 1he JuMice Department and the While 
House have made ending racial profi ling a 
priority. 
African King Enacts Sex Ban to Curb the Rise of AIDS 
By AN'TWON WRIGHT 
Contributing Writer 
After King Mswati ill of Swaziland cel-
ebrated his 33rd birthday, he announced a 
five-year sex ban on the young ,vomen of 
his country. King Mswa1i (JJ did this in 
reaction 101herecen1 s1a1is1ics on AJDS in 
Swaziland. 25.3% of the population has the 
virus. 
ln a hope 10 curve 1he spread of AIDS and 
preserve 1he virginity among young girls. 
the rite of Umchwaso chastity was imposed 
on young women. The announcement came 
by Lungile Ndlovu. the leader of the 
woman's organization. lmbabli Yemaswa1i. 
which means. "flower of the nation." 
Ndlovu said that women who are 19 years 
of age and already sexually ac1ive must 
wear a chas1i1y belt 1ha1 is red with black 
tassels. While girls who are virgins will 
have 10 wear a bell 1ha1 is blue with yellow 
tassels. Physical contact with males is for-
bidden as well as wearing pams. 
She spoke of 1he new decision as some-
thing the elders of Swazi land deemed fi1-
1ing. The announcement did come with 
resen1men1 among 1he women as they all 
howled when Ndlovu explained to them the 
new policy of wearing chastity belts. 
There was a bil of confusion on the rules 
of physical contact between males and 
females, bu! Ndlovu cleared up confusion 
in an interview. She said. "Male and female 
students can touch one another. bul not with 
the intension of sharing intimate feelings." 
King Mswa1i said thal any man who 
touches a young woman wearing these spe• 
cial tassels would have the tassels thrown 
at them. The violator will also pay a fine 10 
the traditional court of 1.300 emalangeni, 
which is the equivalent 10 one cow. 
''The spread of HIV/AIDS in Southern 
Africa, particularly is an extremely signif-
icant force in policy making precisely 
because of i1s des1ruc1ive force and impact 
on all areas of the regions, societies. and 
economics.'' said Dr. Cummings. Professor 
and Chairman of the African Studies 
depar1men1. 
Mpho Chinyolo. junior business admin-
istration major. is a native of Botswana. Her 
homeland has the highest AIDS/HlV rate 
on the continent 35.8% of their popul.uion 
of 1.5 million carries 1he virus. 
"My country is moslly rural where a 101 
of people don·1 gel a 101 of information on 
AIDS. Girls ge1 sugar daddies. People 
believe 1ha1 God created SC/l 10 be practiced 
naturally. so they don'1 use condoms. They 
say 1ha1 you can't enjoy the sweetness of 
candy with the wrapper. Whal', really bad 
is that peopledon·1 want to know and would 
rather die than go gel tested.'' she said. 
The resulls of King Mswali lI1 ·s efforts to 
lessen 1he number of HIV/ AIDS carriers 
in Swaziland will be known in five years. 
Cummings said that it would be difficult 
10 determine the results of efforts 10 fight 
AIDS in Southern Africa. "Its difficult to 
say because increased numbers of com-
munities finds 1hemselves being under-
mined by the perils of1his disease. And the 
recent political policy of Swaziland demon-
s1ra1es rt1os1 clearly the national fear that 
has em·eloped the stale and the lack of pub-
lic policy 10 the unknown:· 
In due 1ime, the fear about HIV and AIDS 
will subside. said Cummings. "Govern-
ment leaders will take the lime to review the 
international literature and accumulated 
knowledge about HlV/AIDS. There is an 
abundance of li1era1ure and data available 
thal will both reduce their fears and increase 
the knowledge base that recognizes human 
rights can be developed and legali zed,'' 
Cummings said. 
Whites Live Longer Than .Blacks, Study Says 
Homicide plays a key role in blacks' life expectancy 
By A NTWON WRtCHT (9.7%). among blacks. 
Con1ribu1ing Writer The account of homicide may nol be the best way 10 'T m concerned the accuracy of the excess mortality 
track life expecrnncy for blacks. In 1998. homicides measure. Excess mortality lakes all whiles as the optimal 
A recent study by the Center for Disease Control has 
revealed that whiles outlive blacks on an average of six 
years. Since the early l 900's studies have been conduct -
ed on life expectancy, and life for blacks has always been 
shorter than whites. These are an importanl indicator 10 
the health of populations according 10 the Cemer for Dis-
ease Control. 
ranked 131h in causes of death in 1he US; accounting for health standard for poor blacks. I suggest possibly using 
only I% of all deaths. However, homicide ranks 10% of a standard other than whites when evaluating health for 
the differential between life expectancy between blacks blacks." Geronimus said. 
and whiles. Some students al Howard feel as if homicide factors have 
Because of this some health expem have different nothing to do with the life expectancy of blacks. 
views on how mortality rates should be examined. In Khalil Johnson. president of the sophomore class oi 
1998, Dr. Arline Geronimus. a professor of Health Behav- medicine said. "Socioeconomic status is a key factor in 
The report by 1he CDC was an analysis of the Nation-
al Health Statistics on mortality. The study examined the 
association of homicide and race when computing Life 
Expectancy. Homicide was the third largest cause of 
death among blacks. Hearl disease (27.4%) and cancer 
(19.4%) were the only causes higher than homicide 
ior and Health Education al the University of Michigan life expectancy." 
noted that circulatory disease; not-homicide has been the In 1990, the Chicago Reporter did a study on liie 
most impor1ar,1 con1ributor to the higher mortality rate. expectancy within social groups. The mostly white mid-
Geronimus. a specialist on the effects of poverty and die-class residents on the northwest side live 10 be between 
insti1u1ional racism on health. is concerned with 1he 75-80 years of age. While blacks on the south side of 
methods and variables used 10 measure life expectancy Chicago live 10 be around 60 years of age. 
T HE H ILLTOP 
NATION AND 
WORLD BRIEFS 
Colombia 
Leftist gueri llas from the Revolutionary Armed 
Forces of Colombia are believed 10 have abducted 
al least 15 people from their vehicles off a road in 
northern Colombia on Samrday. RAFC. the 
couniry's larges! rebel army, freed six hostages 
after anti-kidnapping troops mounted rescue oper-
ations. However. government security forces are 
still searching for former Culture Minster Consue-
lo Araujo. Araujo is the wife 
of Inspector General Edgardo Maya, 1he head of 
governmem inves1igmions. 
Los Angeles 
"MexicQ is willing 10 go all 1he way 10 help the 
United Stales in the war on terrorism by supply-
ing oil. preventing the movement of 1erroris1s' 
money, and preventing them from crossing 1he 
boarder tp the u.s.:· said Mexican President. 
Vicente Fox. He also stated that Mexico will con-
trol and enhance 1he law within their territory and 
on the border, 10 make sure no terrorist will come 
through Mexico 10 go to the United Stales. How-
ever, Fox assured the United States 1ha1 Mexico 
did nol expect 10 participate in any US military 
activity. 
Vietn~ 1-Hanoi 
Floods ,n Vietnam Mekong Della have killed at 
lea~1 q4 children, among a total of 182 people 
who hav~ died. In this area, there are nearly a mil-
lion people who are facing food shonages. These 
deaths pave been occurring since mid-August in 
1he six provinces of 1he southern rice growing 
region, and officials said more 1han 270.000 
hous,s1have been flooded. 
' 
Rwanda 
Congolese rebels have launched a military 
offensive 10 dislodge thousands of Rwandan and 
Burundian rebels. who captured a strategic 1own 
in eastern Congo. Commander Sylvain Mbuki. 
army chief of 1he Congolese Rally for Democracy. 
said fierce fighting began Thursday as his 1roops 
launched an opero1ion 10 flush ou1 rebel s from the 
two neighboring countries. The development pul 
increasing pressure on efforts 10 end war in 
Africa's 1hird-large,1 na1ion that has claimed an 
c,1imated 2.5 million lives 
Guyana 
Police ha,-e charged Donna Scott, a 41-year-old 
,. 
seamstress and mother of three. with 1he murder 
of former member of the Peoples National Con-
gress Election Campaign, Dr John Pluck. Scott 
appeared before Magis1ra1c Cecil Sullivan in 
Georgetown. but was remr,nded 10 prison until 
Ocwber 5. 
lndia 
lndinn police have confirmed 1ha1 Madhav Rao 
Scindia. one of 1he leaders of India's opposition 
Congres, Pany. died in a plane crash Sunday 
afternoon. Scindia was one of eight people, 
including senior Indian bureaucro1 and several 
journalists, aboard the C90 Cessna plane flying 
from Ne\\' D_elhi to the northern city of Kanpur. 
It crashed 300 kilometers southeast of New Delhi. 
Funeral arrangements will be announced in the 
near fmure. 
J erusalem 
Four Palestinians have been killed and more 
than 50 other injured after violence broke oul 
across Gaza. The Israeli army said i1, troops 
were besieged by hundreds of young pro1es1ors, 
wi1h s1ooes and Molotov cocktails. a1 three loca-
tions in Gaza on Saturday. The troops returned 
fire with tear-gas and live ammunition. and one 
soldier was slightly injured. 
Compiled by Step/Janie Crouch 
While 1he disparity of life expectancy be1ween blacks 
and whites will 1ake time 10 close. there are steps being 
laking now 10 close the gap. Dr. J. Harrell a graduate pro-
fessor in Howard University's psychology department is 
conducting research on health psychology. 
Harrell's research has come with some interesting dis-
coveries. 
"It's no1just about what you ea1. but what you think and 
how you respond to life.'' Harrell said. He said that racism 
is a major component that hinders blacks' health. He sug• 
ges1s 1ha1 blacks should begin 10 change their outlook 
about themselves and their culture. 
He also gave a few health lips. Cardiovascular exercis-
es such, as aerobics is heaJ1hjcr than weight lifting. 
Enjoying music and dancing is also a good way 10 stay 
healthy. A diet consisting of whole grain,, non-fa! dairy, 
fruits, vegetables and low meal intake will also promote 
good health . 
''!l's time 1hat we as African Americans rnke our health 
into our own hands and come up wi1h a health plan that 
caters 10 our special needs living in America:• Harrell 
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Bison Victimized By Rattler 
Poison In Lopsided Loss 
Jumping on 
The Sports 
Bandwagon 
----. 
By AISHA CHANEY 
Contributing Writer 
Despite the spectacular passes and devastating sacks in Greene 
,Stadium Saturday, Howard University fans didn't have much to 
cheer about, as 1he Bison were thrashed 53-20 by the Florida 
A&M Rattlers. 
The loss was the Bison's third overall. It came on the heels of 
a dominating performance against a Morgan State team that just 
barely fell to the Rattlers. 
Although this was Howard's eighth straight loss to the Rat-
tlers, FAMU's head coach Billy Joe said 1bat this year's victo-
ry was one of the most convincing of his tenure, especially since 
it came on Howard's home field. 
''This is the firsl time we've ever put numbers on Howard in 
the nation's capital, "said Joe. " This was a big win for us. 
because anytime you come to the nation's capital and come out 
with a convincing victory, it's such a great feeling." 
The Bison (1-3) played the whole game from behind as the 
Rattlers got off to a 7-0 lead early in the game. The touchdown, 
a five-yard run by running back Kelsie Lordeus, followed by 
an extra point by kicker Juan Vasquez, came with 4:39 remain-
ing in the first. A missed 43-yard field goal by Vasquez later in 
the quarter kept the score at 7-0 going into the second. 
Despite a nice defensive effort by the Bison. the second quar-
ter belonged to the Rattlers. With 6:58 left in the quarter. 
Lordeus rushed for his second touchdown -this time from 13 
yards out. The extra point by Vasquez was good, making the 
plays like that, you're able to take the momentum out of 
the team," said Gray. 
Bison head coach Steve Wilson said that Gray's last sec-
ond heave was devastating to the Bison, and a huge lift 
to FAMU overall. He called the play the turning point 
of the game. 
"'That touchdown right before halftime with 19 seconds 
to go was crucial. I've never seen a play like that and I 
thought I've seen them all. It definitely made them more 
aggressive," said Wilson. 
The Rattlers were in control the rest of the game. They 
racked up five more touchdowns. one off of a fumble 
recovery. and their defense held the Bison to only two 
more touchdowns, both in the 4th quarter. 
The Bison first fourth quarter score was a two yard rush-
ing touchdown by sophomore running back Jay Colbert. 
with 8:04 to go in the game. Colbert's 2 point conversion 
was successful, making the score 46-14. 
The last touchdown by the Bison was a five-yard run 
by junior running back Tuuric Rice. The failed two point 
conversion by senior back-up quarterback Roy Anderson 
was the last play of the game, making the final score 53-
20, in favor of the Rattlers. 
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By At.LEN P OWELL 11 
Sports Tuesday Editor 
So the last couple of weeks in sports have been pretty event-ful haven't they? The great-
est player to ever dribble a basketball 
announced that he thinks that the 
third time is really the charm, Barry 
Bonds inched ever closer to the mag• 
Column 
ical number of 7 1. and the National 
Football League resumed play after 
a one week lay-off. Hell, the Cincin-
nati Bengals even beat the mighty 
Baltimore Ravens. However. none of 
these things is stranger, or more inter• 
esting. than the pipe dreams of the 
thousands of fans all over D.C. 
score 14-0. 
The Bison responded on their next drive when senior w,de 
receiver Jevonte Philpot caught a pass from junior quarterback 
Donald Clark for a 25-yard touchdown reception. The extra point 
by senior kicker Jason Walker was no good, leaving the score 
14-6 with only I :23 to go in the half. 
A key factor in the Rattlers' victory was their strong run-
ning game. They finished the game with a total of 303 
rushing yards, while the Bison only rushed for 134. Com-
ing into the game, the Rattlers were ranked last in the 
MEAC in rushing yards yielded per game. However. their 
early scoring outburst may have led to 1he Bison having 
to abandon a run heavy game plan. FAMU's Lordeus, finished with 16 carries for 76 yards FAMU handed 10 Bison football team a stunning loss Sarurday in Greene 
and three touchdowns, while teammate Edward Baker Stadium. 
See rm from New Orleans, so I can 
understand loving a team that rips 
your heart out every year. But, what 
I can't understand is the irrational 
belief of Redskins fans that their 
team this year is a contender. The 
reason I bring this up is that I have a 
number of friends who are rabid 
'Skins fans. Everyday I have 10 lis-
ten them talk about believing in 
Stephen, about how Fred Smoot a.nd 
Darrell Green are better players than 
Deion Sanders, and about how 
Michael Westbrook is a good NFL 
player. Over crunchy Punch Out 
onion rings, they make excuses for 
the Redskins 0-2 start, and Smarty 
Marty's complete inability 10 man• 
age his team. 
finished with th.ree carries for 89 yards. Gray threw for 
129 yards 011 / /-18 passing and got two touchdowns. 
' The Rattlers' final touchdown of the quarter came with only 
19 seconds remaining in the half. After avoiding numerous tack-
les and scrambling to find the open man. Rattlers' quarterback. 
Quinn Gray, completed an amazing 42-yard pass to wide receiv-
er Marco Junious for the touchdown, making the halftime score 
20-6 after the kick by Vasquez was blocked. 
'Thal play never would've happened if l hadn't seen my man 
!open. I was just trying to throw the ball away, but fortunately 
for us. I saw my man wide open. When you're able to make big 
For the Bison offensively. Colbert performed well in 
both rushing and receiving. He had 13 carries for 51 yards, a 
touchdown and caught four passes for 53 yards. 
Philpot added one more touchdown to his stats, keeping him 
ahead of everyone else in the MEAC. with a total of seven for 
the season in just four games. He finished with four catches for 
82 yards and a touchdown. 
Clark finished the game 8-18 for 137 yards and a touchdown. 
He was sacked a total of five times due to the aggressive defense 
Women's Volleyball Defeat 
Hampton in Howard Classic 
By STEPHAN!f'. CROUCH 
Contributing Writer 
The Howard University Women's Volleyball 
team left the Howard Classic last Thursday and 
Friday, with both the sweet taste of victory and 
the bitter bile of defeat in their mouths. The Bison 
suffered a loss against Virginia Commonwealth 
University (17-30, 23-20. 22-30) and St. Franci 
University (15-30, 30-27, 13-30, 28-30). while 
gaining a win over Howard's long time rivals, 
jiampton University (30-27, 30- 17,19-30, 30-
27). 
The Bison fought hard till the end against Vir• 
gioia Commonwealth University Rams. Sopho-
more outside hitter Dawn Thomas led the gan1e 
with 11 kills and 11 digs. Jerri Hayes also con• 
lributed to Howard's endless fight, obtaining 9 
kills, 23 total attacks and an ace. Howard's set-
ter. freshmen Brittany Williams, recorded 25 sets 
and 14 digs, placing the Bison only 8 points 
behind Commonwealth in the final game. 
The Bison attempted to turn the tables in their 
pext match against St. Franci, but unfortunately 
fhe Bison fell short again. 
Head coach Linda Spencer credited the losses 
to a lack of aggression during the matches and 
the team's inexperience. 
"We have to be aggressive. This is a young 
tean1, although I don't want to say their young 
-especially since each of them bring some expe-
rience from their previous programs. But we 
have 7 freshmen, 3 of which are walk-ons. and 
only three seniors," Spencer said. "What the 
teams needs to do is learn how to put teams 
away. When the girls have the lead, they need 
to play like they have the lead. They should play 
aggressive and put the ball away." 
The final game for the Bison came against 
Hampton Friday afternoon. Spencer said that 
the team used the break between Thursday and 
Friday to make some minor adjustments to 
their strategies. 
"\Ve actually had a back row line-up change. 
This change was necessary since the girls 
weren't passing," Spencer said. "Once we start 
passing we will be able to run our offense." 
With the change, the Bison were able to con-
quer Hampton. Both Thomas and freshmen 
outside hitter Markezia Jennings recorded 11 
kills each. Corbett followed with 7 kills and 
Williams obtained 29 sets. Thomas also had 28 
total atmcks. 
Along with the victory over Hampton, Jen• 
nings was also named Rookie of the Week by 
theMEAC. 
of the Ranlers. and the fact that they blitzed 85 percen1 of the 
time. 
Defensively, junior linebacker Tracy White ended up with 
seven solo tackles. five assists. and two tackles for losses, while 
senior free safety Keith Weber racked up eight solo tackles, three 
assists, and three tackles for losses. 
Next week. 1he Bison will travel 10 Indianapolis to play 'Jen-
nessee State in the Circle City Classic. 
' 
--
-------
-The team ·s strong effort went un-rewarded in 
lhe first game against St. Franci as they fell 15-
30. However, the team was undaunted and 
bounced back during the second game and 
defeated St. Franci (30-27). Outside hitters 
sophomore Dawn Thomas, senior Denise Cor-
bett, and middle hitter sophomore Jerri Hayes 
tied for 8 kills in the match. Thomas also left the 
game with 13 digs and 32 total attacks. In the 
end, the Bison surrendered the match to St. 
Franci leaving them 0-2 in the Howard Classic. 
Their next match is away against Delaware 
State on Tuesday at 6 pm. 
Photo By Mark Coleman 
The Bison suffered a loss against Virginia Commonwealth University ( 17-30, 23-20, 22-30) and 
St. Franci University (15-30. 30-27. 13-30. 28-30), while gaining a win over Howard's long time 
rivals, Hampton University (30-27, 30- 17, 19-30. 30-27). 
Some relationships between coaches, athletes go overtime 
By Liz GUARD 
Daily Egyptian (Southern Illinois U.) 
1972. ln a recent Sports Illustrated article, Bracken• 
ridge commented on the causes of such rela• 
tionships. 
coach or sports authority figure. 
Enough Already! 
The Redskins suck. No matter how 
many championships they may have 
won in the past, they suck right now. 
Your team has been mediocre for 
three years and now its finally catch-
ing up to them, so sack up and aocept 
it. You have only scored 16 points in 
three games. while giving up more 
than I 00. You are the worst team in 
the NFL and have a good chance to 
go 0-16. Move on. 
However. please, please. don't 
move on to the Wizards. That's right 
folks the newest crack induced band-
wagon in Washington is "the Wiz· 
ards are making the playoffs" wagon 
train. All idiots who didn't watch last 
season's NBA games please hop on 
board. Next stop, Lotteryville. 
See D.C. it doesn't matter if Jordan 
comes back, the Wizards will not be 
a contender in the East next year. 
Michael Jordan is not God, I repeat. 
MJ cannot change water to wine, 
heal the sick, or bless the Wizards 
with a frontcourt that can rebound 
and defend. He cannot carry this 
team of misfits to the postseason, or 
even to a .500 season. The most he 
will do, if he lasts the whole season, 
is add five to 10 wins to their win 
total. All Wizards fans should ask 
themselves this. which team in the 
East will the Wizards replace? 
Damn near every team in the East got 
better, and they were already all bet· 
ter then the Wizards. 
I actually heard someone say that 
the Wizards were going to play 1he 
Orlando Magic in the Eastern Con-
ference Finals next year. THE 
FINALS. Imagine my surprise when 
they also told me that Allen Iverson, 
Vince Carter, and Ray Allen had all 
been captured by aliens from Planet 
Sausagehead. which coincidentally 
is also that person's birthplace. I 
mean people, hope is commendable, 
stupidity is pitiful. People are rejoic-
ing in the streets about a team that 
plans on starting Chris Whitney at 
the point, and bringing 'Jyrone Lue 
off the bench. 
Enough already. 
(U-WlRE) CARBONDALE, Jll. - A 
recent report highlighting romantic interludes 
between coaches and athletes has sparked 
questions of morality in the sports world. 
Professional athletes such as Jackie Joyner• 
Kersee, soccer star Julie Foudy and tennis 
player Meghann Shaughnessy have married 
or dated their former coaches. However 
coach-athlete romances are not limited to pro 
sports. 
From 1972 to 2000. the number of female 
athletes has risen from about 300,000 to 
more than three million. On the flipside, the 
percentage of females coaching women's 
teams has dropped dramatically. Also 
between 1972 and 2000. the number of 
females coaching women's collegiate teams 
has dropped from 90 percent to 45.6 percent. 
And in the past two years, 80 percent of the 
vacancies have been filled by men. 
"One, the coach has power over the athletes, 
and the higher you go in sport, the more pres• 
sure there is to conform to whatever the 
ooach says. 'Iwo, there are selection concerns. 
possible favoritism, in which sports squads 
are chosen,'' Brackenridge said. 
While romantic relationships and sexual 
harassment between coaches and athletes are 
an escalating problem in women's sports, 
there has been no comprehensive research in 
the United States or worldwide. 
Many people disapprove of such behavior, 
like Jeff Goelz, head coach of the SIU 
womcn·s swim team. Goelz explained the sit• 
uation from a coach's point of view. 
"I think it shows a complete lack of profes-
sionalism and ethics. and somebody with low 
moral standards and it's really a violation of 
that student-athlete trust and bond," Goelz 
said. 'There has to be a bond there, but there 
are some people that go too far:· 
Goelz said when things like this happen it 
hurts everyone involved. 
Finally, Bison support all of our 
sports teams, not just the football 
team. All Bison, from the outstand• 
ing Women's Soccer team that is 
having a great season, to the gritty 
Cross Country team that has all of its 
meets on the road, deserve some 
love. 
Lastly, I have one parting com-
ment, Redskins suck. 
Although no such instances have been 
reported at Southern Illinois University. these 
relationships have been popping up all over 
in the realm of collegiate sports as well. 
According to a recent article in Sports Jllus-
trated, these romances have come to the sur-
face since then enactment of Title IX in 
Because of this, the number of romantic 
relationships between athletes and coaches, 
and the number of sexual harassment cases 
filed by collegiate athletes against their 
coaches have increased. 
Celia Brackenridge, a British sociology 
professor and former international lacrosse 
player, is one of the few professionals delving 
into the world of athlete-coach relationships. 
Sandra Kirby, a professor at the University 
of Winnipeg and a former Canadian Olympic 
rower, surveyed a group of Canadian athletes, 
80 percent of whom were female. She found 
that 21 .8 percent of the 266 athletes said they 
had engaged in sexual intercourse with a 
"Not only the individual, but it hurts the 
department, the program and the sport," 
Goelz said. 
According to Goelz, romantic relationships 
among coaches and athletes may develop for 
a few reasons. 
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Sex and the Chocolate City 
'And We 're Suppose 
To be Teases?' 
By TIFFANY D. J ACKSON 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
While sining on the yard on a bright and sunny Friday afternoon, l overheard some men (who. by the way, don't even go to Howard) talking 
about how Howard girls are straight up and down teases? 
Now, I don't sit in everyone's bedroom and watch them get 
it on, but rm skeptical about there being all these female 
teases. Considering the high STD and pregnancy rate in 
this city especially, I highly doubt it. But tease is such a 
delicate word that's thrown around like promotion flyers. 
So what is a tease, and how would you know if you are 
one? 
Sadly, I do admit 10 being a tease. Nol intentionally or 
to be cruel, but really to make the situation easier. l try 
my best not 10 hurt guys· feelings, because it may ruin 
chances for my eligible single sisters if that particular man 
can't get over the fact that I don't want him. Furthermore, 
I wouldn't want a guy to hurt my feelings if the situation 
was the other way around. For example, if some man 
pulled up to you on Georgia Avenue and begged you for 
your number, ii would just be easier 10 give him a fake 
number than reject him. If you rejected him, he'd try hard-
er and wouldn't leave you alone. And. if you still reject-
ed him after that, he'd make you feel guilty. However, if 
you give him a fake number. he'll think he succeeded and 
his game is on point. 
Now, I realize that some girls will be lying in bed. bun 
naked, saying that they don't want 10 have sex after hav-
ing worked a man all up. That is a good reason to take a 
cold shower. but it is not a good enough reason to call all 
girls teases. If that was the case. then most guys could be 
considered teases too. I don·t have sex often. but if a guy 
has his game on point. and says he is going to put it on 
me like a superstar. I do gel excited. But after he's done, 
J' m not left feeling disappointed in the one-minute man 
that's sleeping soundly next 10 me. I'm feeling frustrat-
ed that I was teased all those weeks for basically nothing. 
And were supposed to be teases? 
So. before you jump to conclusions and brand all girls 
as certified teases, just remember, the bridge goes both 
ways. But hey, who am I? I just live life and write about 
it. 
Fiction 
'For All the 
Right Reasons' 
By AUREi.LiA ANDERSON 
Who knew that I would have to rescue a dying woman? 
It was I :27 a.m. when I received hertelephone call. She 
called me to come get her and her four-year-old son. The 
terror in her voice made me tremble and prompted me to 
act immediately. My first thought was, "That bastard, .. 
and my second one was. "Lord protect her until I gel 
1here." 
Quickly, I put on my sweats and rushed across town to 
save my dying friend. I did not know what had happened, 
but I knew there had to have been an earthquake in her 
house again. As I drove to her house. I realized my speed 
was increasing as my anger was- l slowed the car down 
immediately. And. because of the angry thoughts run-
ning through my mind, I did not realize the tears stream-
ing uncontrollably down my cheeks. "Lord, protect my 
friend;· I prayed over and over again. As I turned down 
her street I saw in the distance a small-framed woman 
holding a tiny little boy in her arms with no luggage 
beside her. The closer I came in distance. the clearer l 
saw her face. Her body was full of blood, and her face 
was almost unrecognizable. Stepping out of the car. the 
only words that came from her mouth and met my ears 
were. "He\ worth leaving [him] for.'' She pointed at the 
sleeping boy in her two arms. 
From that moment on. my personal feelings about mar-
riage and divorce were kicked out of the door. I hurried 
them into the car and drove away from the hurt and pain 
inside. Never can she go back. For all the right reasons 
she left, and for all the right reasons I supported her deci-
sion. Today was like no other. A dying woman saw area-
son to live. and now her broken body and heart can heal. 
To be c.ontinued •.. 
This is the first i11 a series of fictional short narratives. 
~ ffiilrillW 
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Lou Stovall: 'The 
Art of Silkscreen 
Printmaking' 
By JMtAU, COLEMAN WIIITE 
Contributing Writer 
Lou Stovall's "The Art of Silkscreen Printmaking" exhibit opened September 30, in the Howard University Art Gallery of the Lulu Vere Childers 
building. Silkscreen printmaking is a stencil process in 
which coloring maner is forced through the meshes of a 
prepared silk or organdy screen. 
I was moved by Stovall's work. The series Stovall did 
on Jacob Lawrence, a late prominent Black Artist. was 
extremely captivating. As a curious student. I asked Lou 
how he and Jacob Lawrence came to be the recognized 
artist they are today, He replied, 
" Jncob got 10 be the way he was by realizing he had a 
talent. and that he loved making pictures. Then he real-
ized thar he had a talent for storytelling. Also, he was non-
discriminating in who he would tell his stories to. He loved 
communicating his ideas. and he realized that he was 
appreciated for his pictures.'' Lou added, " By the time 
you realize this (art) is what you want to do, you·re faced 
with practicing and gening it right. There is a drive to get 
back to the work. Art is unlike other professions where 
you can just walk away. Art compels you. The creative 
thing that you think you control is actually in control of 
you". 
.. The ultimate goal of the exhibir is 10 show what I've 
done over the past 35 years. This show is a selection of 
some exemplary prints I've made. It's not all ofthem. lt's 
meant to show ofT possibilities in silkscreen printmaking. 
It's a selection of prints I've made since 1969;· said Sto-
vall. 
Lou Stovall's exhibit, "The Art of Silkscreen Printmaking" will be displayed in the art 
gallery of the Lulu Vere Childers building through October 14. 
The way Stovall expresses himself in his painting is a 
work of art in itself. It is as if his paintings breathe. caus-
ing one to come closer and possibly find themselves with-
in the paintings. After viewing the exhibit, I was compelled 
10 find out more about Stovall. the master printer. 
. . 
Stovall, a 1966 Graduate of Howard University, studied 
under the leadership of Dr. James L. Wells and graduat-
ed with a bachelor's degree in fine arts. Shortly after grad-
uation. Lou founded his own studio and named it Work-
shop Inc. There he creates prints, and according to artist 
Sam Gilliam. helps other print makers develop their own 
prints. Stovall has made prints for more than 60 artists. 
Other related programs that accompany the exhibit 
include a technical discussion on the process of silkscreen 
printmaking to be held on Thursday Oct 4•h. at 7:00pm, 
in the Auditorium of the Blackburn University Center. A 
lecture entitled.·• Working with Jacob Lawrence." will be 
held on Sunday October 7•h. at 3:00pm. in the Ira Aldridge 
111ea1er. Lastly. a gallery tour and talk with the artist will 
be held on Sunday Cktober 14, at 3:00pm, in the Art 
Gallery of the Lulu Vere Childres building. To find out 
more about Lou Stovall, and his art. stop by the art 
gallery. The gallery is open Monday thru Friday from 
7:30am 104:30 pm and Saturday and Sunday from 12:00 
noon to 4:00pm. 
Stovall's exhibit opened Sunday, September 30 with a reception held at 
the Lulu Vere Childers building. 
Cries gf_ the Caribbean 
Past, Present, Future of Haiti Wrapped in Greatness 
By ECI.EYNNE MERCY 
Special to the Hilltop 
Freedom! Democracy! Liberation! Justice for the 
people! These arc the shouts of my people deeply root• 
ed in the threshold of my being. This is my past. my pre-
sent and my future. 
When one thinks of being Haitian. one can see 
Madame Ayiti. She wears a gown of red and blue. She 
wraps the new flag around her head as a symbol of the 
new democracy- covering the short. sun-colored. braid-
ed mass that lies beneath it. She carries two ripe man-
goes in one hand as a symbol of fertility, and the Holy 
Bible in her other to show her faith. Her dust-covered 
sandals signify her struggle, as her muscular arms and 
legs show her strength. She walks sternly. holding a 
bucket of water on her head as a sign of purity. And as 
EVERY Smell your cologne ... 
the sweat glistens down her face she sings. "Ayiti 
Cherie." 
When you arc Haitian you know your past. you 
remember the stories of the enslavement of your peo-
ple. You must realize that your pa~t is a part of you. You 
know that no amount of CK One will take the stench 
of sweat and hem off your body. left by centuries of 
exposure to the hot sun. That Victoria's Secret lotion 
will not smooth away the cracks and rougfmess from 
your hands, cMved by a lifetime of working the fields. 
That Winterfrcsh chewing gum will not take away the 
smell of mangoes from your breath. nor will Chapstick 
erase the dry juice of sugarcane upon your lips. 
Being Haitian. my identity is shaped by my culture. 
My family's love for God. respect for hard work. excel• 
lent education and honor have made me who I am today. 
I am a strong woman not afr.,id of being myself, able 
to fight for what I believe in. and willing to speak out 
against the double standard that suppresses all. 
In conclu:,ion, my name is Ecleynne Mercy. I am the 
granddaughter of farmers. herdsman. merchants and 
revolutioniMs. I fed the pigs. milked the goats and 
chased away the stray dogs. I have read Corne! West, 
studied W.E.B. Dubois. enjoyed Chopin, recited from 
Shakespeare's "Hamlet.'' and have gotten lost in Eliza-
beth Catletfs "Negro es Bello:· I am who my ances-
tors dreamed of being. I have been given birth by a great 
nation; I am the proud daughter of "Peye de Ayiti.'' 
The next Haitian Student Assembly will be held on 
Wednesday. October 3. in Room 142 of Blackburn. 
Ecley1111e Mercy is the Preside/II of Haitia11 Stttdelll 
Associatio11 
You would fill syringes Taste you . . . 
You would be illegal. and 
WOMAN You would be illegal. be injected directly You would be illegal. You would be manufac- into the quivering veins 
If every woman in the lured and rolled up in of Courtney Wade (2005) 
If every woman in the world blunls. hypes. 
world Could feel the way I feel You would be distilled in 
Could feel the way l feel when ... breweries and lfevery woman in the 
when I. .. You're near me, sold only to minors in world 
Hear your voice, or when neighborhood liquor Could feel the way I feel 
Touch your hand, I think of you .. stores. when I. .. 
_. ................................. -~~--~-------- - . 
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□ STATE DEPARTMENT INTERNSHIPS 
!::::=======t □ 
INFORMATION ROUNDTABLE 
SUMMER OVERSEAS AND PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIPS (PM~ 
WHERE: THE BUNCHE CENTER 
WHEN: WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3rd, 3:30 PM 
WHO: VICTOR BLACKWELL, STEPHANIE BUSTER 
HOWARD UNJV. FOREIGN AFFAIRS OVERSEAS 
INTERNS AND 
MARK STORELLA, STATE DEPARTMENT OFFICER 
FORMER PMI, GEORGETOWN UNIV. 
The President Management Internships are open to Graduate Students. The Overseas 
Summer Internships are open to undergraduate and Graduate Students. Applicalio11 
DEADLINES: October 31st for the PM!; November 1st for the Summer Internships. 
Contact Diplomat in Residence, Ms. June Carter Perry. She will be available to discuss 
any concerns and questions you may have about the application process for both 
Internships. Tel: 806-4363 at the Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Center. 
' :.',;.£;- .,,,... 
:···~~ . .,.t'~·-·~ 
Presentation 
Equ_ity Markets 
Investment Banking 
tniestment Management 
:·~.s P-rivate Wealth Management 
•:,. ,1 
~~DMIREDSPONTANEOUSINVENTIVESUCCESSFULREWARDEDVA~UED 
.\ 
\ 
ml.com/careers 
C 2001 Memq Lynch & Co., Inc. 
We invite Howard University students to a presentation 
Tuesday, October 2, 2001 
5:00pm · 7:00pm 
School of Business Faculty Lounge 
Merrill Lynch is an equal opportunity employer 
Our advice about your next career move: b~ bullish 
, 
{ 
.. 
' 
~ Merrill Lynch 
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Is Astrology True? 
By LEESA DAVIS 
Contributing Wri1er 
Is as1rology, the study of the sup-posed influence of plane1s and stars on 1hecourse of human affairs,true 
or is i1 jus1 another <>ne of those mytho-
logical beliefs? 
In order to debaie about the validity of 
astrology and zodiac signs. one must 
first understand what the zodiac is about. 
The ancient Greeks. the originators of 
astrology, believed 1hat the sun was a1 
the core of an individual's personali1y. 
According 10 them, your zodiac sign is 
de1ermined by the posi1ion of the sun a1 
the time of your birih. The zodiac con-
sis1s of 1welve signs. each represented by 
an animal. humans. or an inanimate 
objec1. The signs :,re as follows: Aries 
(Mar. 21-April 19) represen1ed by the 
ram, Thurus (April 20-May 20) repre-
sented by the bull. Gemini (May2I-June 
21) represented by the 1wins, Cancer 
(June 22-July 22) represen1ed by 1he 
crab. Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) represen1-
ed by 1he lion. Virgo (Aug. 23-Sepi.22) 
represented by a virgin. Libra (Sep1. 23-
0ct. 22) represented by the scales. Scor-
pio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) represented by 
the scorpion. Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dcc. 
21) represented by the archer. Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. I 9) represented by the 
goat. Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) reprc-
sented by 1he water bearer. and•Pisces 
(Feb. 19-Mar. 20) represented by the two 
fish. 
Ahhough each individual sign has its 
own uniqueness. 1he signs are fur ther 
broken down into elements tha1 share 
similar characteris1ics. Tiie elements are 
lire, eanh. air and wa1er. The fire signs 
are: Aries. Leo and Sagittarius. People 
born under 1he.,e signs usually have bad 
tempers and are domineering, especial-
ly the Leo. The fire signs also express 
creativity and arrogance. Fire signs ar~ 
usually 1hc center of atten1ion. and 1hey 
always draw crowds at social evenls. 
The earth signs com,ist or: 'faurus. 
Virgo and Capricorn. People born under 
1hese signs are generally confident. hard-
working and critical of others. Capri-
corn is the leader or the earth signs. 
exerting initiative and always staying 
busy. Tourus is frugal when it comes 10 
spending money on 01her people. but 
love 10 pamper their self. Overall. peo-
ple born under the ear1h signs make 
loyal friends. love the good 1hing, in life 
and will work hard 10 accompli ,h 1heir 
goals. 
The air signs consist or: Gemini. Libra 
and Aquarius. Qualities or 1he air signs 
include being Oir1a1ious. curious and 
indecisive. Aquarius is the visionary of 
1he air signs. These people love to spend 
lime 1hinking about how things can be 
Engage' 
b,:tter. Likewise. Libras are objective 
and wan1 to do what is bes1 for everyone. 
The Gemini is the in1ellectual of the air 
signs. always asking questions and doing 
what 1hey do best -changing their minds. 
Last. but 1101 leas1, are the water signs. 
The water signs consist or: Cancer. Scor-
pio and Pisces. Qualities of 1he "(Uter 
signs include vindic1iveness, sensuality 
and compassion. Scorpio is the mo,1 
dominant of the wa1er signs. People 
born under the sign of Scorpio have 
high sex drives and will easily get jeal-
ous in rela1ionships. Pi sces on the other 
hand are calm people. tending to day-
dream and sleep n lot in order 10 escape 
their feelings of depression. Overall. 
people born under the water signs are 
nurturing and 1end 10 be in their own 
world. 
So which signs are compatible wi1h 
each other? The fire and air signs are 
said IO be compmible with each 01her 
while ear1h and water go hand- in- hand. 
Bui is all of this really true? 
Look around you and s1udy your clos-
est rela1ion,hips. the way you interact 
with 01hers. your feelings in relation-
ships. and your way of thinking. Thus 
may all just have 10 do with one 1hing-
1he zodiac sign under which you were 
born. 
To Write for Engage', submit poetry, essays or art e-mail Monica at e11gagre_hilltop @hot111ail.co111 
Some relationships between 
coaches, athletes go overtime 
ARGOSY KNOWS 
THE HILLTOP 
HOW NICE 
A "DR." 
WOULD LOOK IN FRONT OF YOUR NAME. 
From Sports, AS 
"I think a lot of people. like coaches. if they lack 
morals, e1hics and professionalism. mke advamage of 
their position of power," Goelz said. "A1hletes some-
times feel like they' ll do any1hing 10 please their coach. 
And that can be good. but I 1hink some coaches may 
take advanmge of that trust and the si1uation." 
There arc many 01her rac1ors 1hat cause these relation-
ships to happen. Athle1es and coaches spend long peri• 
ods of lime 1ogethcr on 1hc road. According 10 Kirby's 
study, 42 perccn1 of coach-mhlete sexu:11 encounters 
occurred on team trips. 
Also. physical conrnct. like stretching muscles and 
massaging an injury are accep1able and an everyday 
occurrence. According to Kirby. coaches and players 
have a unique bond. They trnin. win and lose, practice 
and travel 1ogether. This is a signilican1 amoun1 of time 
tha1 coaches and athle1es spend 1oge1her. 
Bui 1he NCAA disapproves of 1his behavior. and has 
formed rules and regulations 10 prevent it from happen-
ing. 
Nicole Green, assismn1 a1hle1ic direc1or and compli-
ance and student services direc1or, said 1hn1 it is 1101 
permissible for a student-athlete to be romantically 
involved with a representative of a1hle1ic interest. 
"Studcn1-a1hle1es can only have ccriain rela1ionships 
wi1h rcprcsentaiives of athlelic interest," Green said. 
A represen1a1ive of athletic interest i, any person who 
is involved with athletic programs at a universi1y. These 
people include faculty members. staff, donaiors. coach-
es and former athle1e's. According 10 SIU's Compliance 
Manual. once athletes gradt:ate. they become represen-
tatives of athletic interest, and once a rcprcscnm1ive 
always a representative. 
"Anyone working at SIU is considered a represen1a-
1ive of aihletic interest," Green said. '11lese are 1he 
people who keep the program functioning and support 
the progr:im." 
However, Green said thal the rule does not specifical-
ly state that athletes should not be romantically 
involved with their coaches or vice versa, but that it is 
not permissible due to the fact 1ha1 it is a recruitment 
violation or NCAA rules. 
''You're crossing the line when you're talking about 
dating one of your athle1es," Green said. 
,, 
Friends Don't Let Friends 
Drive Drunk. 
Take The Keys. 
Call A Cab. 
Drink Responsibly. 
PhoenlX, AZ 
Ch,cago, IL 
Ch<cago Nonhwest, IL 
T•mPo, FL 
Sarasota, FL 
Atlanta, GA 
H(](lo/ulu, HI 
TWlll C,r,es, MN 
N•shvlle. TN 
San Francisco. CA 
Otango CO<nlry. CA 
Washington, DC 
S,,arrle. WA 
Vanity? Maybe. Good for your career? Definitaly. Welcome to Argosy Un,vers,rv. We're c,eat,ng a true 
na110nal universirv by bllnging 1oge1her schools from around the counlry. These are schools that offer re.-il 
degrees that lead to re.-il careers. We offer associa1e·s. oachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees ,n psyehology. 
education. business and health sciences. To learn more about Argosy. where we're headed and where we're 
from. s1op by a,gosyu.edu. 
argosyu.edu 
-_...,,---~------
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Citigroup is proud to attend the 
Howard University Career Fair 
. 
Stop by our booths to learn about 
, .. 
opportunities in the fallowing business areas: 
CITIBANKING NORTH AMERICA 
CITI CARDS 
CITIFINANCIAL 
CITIGROUP CORPORATE & INVESTMENT BANK-
SALOMON SMITH BARNEY/CITIBANK 
TRAVELERS 
TECHNOLOGY 
~ 
c1t1groupJ 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V 
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Founded in 1924 
Technology-Keep Pushing 
Forward 
In recent years, the University has made subsequent strides in remain-ing true to the motto "Leaders of 
America and the Global Community," 
coined by President H. Patrick Swygert in 
1997. Since the intro-
not attained our apex of potential. There 
are still many technological evo!vements 
the student body needs. 
Toke for instance, the students in the art 
department. Why is it that our very own 
design majors are learn-
duction of the phrase, the 
University has made two 
noticeably large leaps 
forward in the field of 
technology to assure its 
leaders are prepared for 
their roles. 
Our View: 
ing on computers that 
are so obsolete, that the 
manufacturer, Macin-
tosh, refused them when 
the University attempted 
to trade them in for later 
models? Why is it that 
Art students deserve a better 
electronic studio art lab. 
Late in the spring 
2000 semester, students 
were introduced to the 
multi-million dollar 
iLAB that replaced the inadequate com-
puter Jab in the basement level of the 
School of Communications and the limit-
ed number of computers available on the 
ground level of the Undergraduate 
Library. And more recently, relieving stu-
dents of the burden of telephone registra-
tion by implementing the process where 
one can select classes on the Internet. 
Other advances made by the University 
include wiring the dormitories with wire-
less Internet and the endeavor currently 
under way, installing the remaining dorms 
with cable television. 
These advancements are greatly appre-
ciated, however, let's not get complacent 
with where we are, because we have still 
the art department is so 
desperate for new equip-
ment, they had to go on a 
quest for funding outside 
of Howard to receive tools for students to 
adequately learn on? 
The lack of technical equipment in the 
School of Communications is not up to 
date either. Why do radio production, 
broadcast, and film majors have to learn 
on outdated analog systems, when the 
industry has made a shift to digital for-
mats? 
The existing problems that continue to 
leave the University lagging in the fields 
of technology are proving harmful for stu-
dents. It's affecting their education and 
distracting from the learning atmosphere. 
How can students be expected to fairly 
compete in the workforce with an insuffi-
cient technological background? 
Bigger than Jesse 
Perhaps, Jesse Jackson has finally Afghanistan) .. .I don't know what purpose decided to choose his battles wise- would be served." Jy. After reports that top Afghan and So, is this just another battle Jackson 
Pakistani officials called and wrote two let- wished to single handily fight for the press 
ters urging Jackson to meet with Toliban and accolades? Or did he believe that some-
leaders in Afghanistan, many Americans how his appealfor the surrender of terror-
wondered why acceptance of such an offer ist fugitive Ossama bin Laden would out-
would be an option at all. weigh that of our President, our mourning 
And while Jackson's achievements as an nation and its intelligence, and over forty 
influential civil rights ...------------, other allied nations world-
leader and motivational Our v1·ew·. wide? Did he really think 
speaker are noted and that Afghanistan would be 
appreciated, it seems a bit the next spot for a photo-op 
strange that this self pro- Jesse Jackson should step or did he blieve that his 
claimed diplomat would back for this situation. careful wordswould medi-
find it a good idea to even ate a relationship between 
consider negotiating or terrorism and freedom? 
making appeals to an enti- Thanks to a good decision, 
ty which may have caused, we will never know 
participated in, or con- because on the heels of the 
spired to bring the mass destruction and- ongoingdetainment of 
devastation that this nation encountered eight Christian aid workers in Afghanistan, 
September 11, 200 I. Jackson announced that he would decline to 
As our nation comes to understand the visit with Thliban leaders. 
complex nature of recent events, many It seems a bit unclear exactly what purpose 
Americans find it laughable that Jackson, would have been served by Jackson's visit. 
one man, would havethe ability to firmly Conflicting reports reveal that Jackson may 
handle such a complicated matter of inter- have beenthe initiator of contact with the 
national scale. Thliban and in a statement released by that 
Although Jackson was more than instru- government, operative in Afghanistan, 
mental in the release of the U.S. reconnais- officials deny initial contact with Jackson 
sance plane crew in China and extremely and offer that he contacted them to serve as 
vocal just monthsago about reparations and a mediator. 
racism during the United Nations confer- However, his success in mediating previ-
ence in Genoa, his skills as a negotiator may ous international crises may not be the best 
have run dry on Afghan soi I. His well of indicator of what his sucess would have been 
luck would have experienced an unfath- in Afghanistan. Because the fight against 
omable drought inany attempts to bargain terrorism is a extensive battle for entire 
and negotiate with ~errorists or "the nations nations towage war against, this is no time 
which harbor them." for Jackson's negotiations. 
The Bush Administration also offered 
Jackson no support and Secretary of State, 
General Colin Powell even said, "He's free 
to travel(to 
illustration By Antijuan Jackson 
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Awakening Letter to the Editor 
Marcus J. Adolphus Dear Edilor: right. who arc willing 10 believe anything he tells 
1hem. 
J finnlly urrived m Durban. Soulh Africa for 1he World 
Conference Against Racism, Racial Discrin11oa1ion, Xeno-
phobia and Related Intolerance but my luggage didn't. 
Two stressful days went by nnd finally I received word that 
my bags made it after being missing. Leaving the airport 
on that extremely wann and sunny d:1y wilh my luggage. 
felt so much belier than my ini1tal ani,al. I could finally 
sfop worrying. I was in for a big surprise, 1hc worrying 
over my mnlcrial helongmgs felt mirnsculc lo lhe issues 
hours later, I would face. 
America has just experienced a tremcadous 1ragcdy. the 
likes wc have never seen in our history. Now. I have been 
hearing news commcnlators say Americ,1 will never be the 
same. I ha,·e also heard many say that .-\mcricn ha~ come 
closer together. 
Now the lragedy lasl week has taken more than six thou-
sJnds lives. I !owe, er. 110110 dnninish the lragcdy bul do 
you know that 2.5 million people in Afnca haw died of 
llIV•rclaied illne.s in 2000. according 10 AIDS & A}ricu 
homepage. 
I find it shocking thac as the editor-in-chief of the 
most respecled (black) university publica1ion, 1ha1 you 
did 1101 find 1he article Domestic Terrorism by Ms. 
Safi ya McClinlon on September 18, 200 I. 10 be bo1h 
slan1ed and biased, bu1 furthermore, ill-informed and 
incendiary. 
Ms. McClinton ciles 1erroris1 activities leveled 
against black ci1izens by Mayor Guiliani, whom she 
should know revitalized the New York City Police 
Department I order 10 rool oul 1he conupt cops; of 
course. there are always rogue individuals who give 
a bad name to otherwise decenl institutions or orga-
niza1ions. and all righ1-1hinking people condemn 1he 
acts of those people. Bui 10 use this as a pla1form 10 
promote her racis1. militant ideas is nol only defam-
alor)'. but naive. 
In lislening to President Bush and other key admin-
istration officials, I have never once heard them threat• 
en to auack civi lians. or refer 10 1he general Middle 
Eastern Populous as .. those people ... The reference to 
"1hose people .. is obviously. Perhaps Ms. McClinlon 
is too young 10 recall a campaign referred to 3S Desert 
S1orm, where we went to the aid of '"1hose people," 
losing a small. bu1 racially well represen1cd number 
of American casuallies. And how dare she refer 10 chis 
upcoming connict as a "'while man·s war?" Ho~v 
many people of color do you lhink were in the World 
Trade Cenler bui ldings at the lime they were atlacked? 
Toll me how, please, would we be defining the free-
doms of while Americans without defending all Amer-
icans. and every socie1y on earth? How many Mus-
lim people will we come to learn were also victims. 
1ha1 the likes of bin Laden murdered? His own peo-
ple though crue Muslims. condemn murder and sui-
cide. They came to 1his country seeking the freedom 
we have enjoyed. became citizens. raising their fam• 
ilies with the freedom 10 prac1ice their religious heliefs 
guaranteed by our Constitu1ion. Do we nol fight back 
for their freedom. or do we 1urn our backs because they 
aren't Caucasian? 
, On !he way back to the cottages at the University of Natal 
· where I was s1ay111g, my dri, er infom,ed Carrie. a s1aff 
, member for 1hc Rohen F Kennedy Memorial ·s Youlh 
Againsl Racism Projecl. which J was apart of, thal his 
brother was gravely di and would it be all right to detour 
, before we drop of m) bugs to , isil him. She agre.:d and we 
rode acwss Durhan to, Ubunlll AIDS Research & Treat-
ment C,·nler. Bonga \\ho was the driver, brother \\as a , IC• 
tim of AJl)S and \\as placed !here 
One could only thrnk rhal South Africa with its deep root 
in apartheid. which now has been abolished. would l:>e the 
perfect place to haw such a conference on racism. Just 
looking back into my memory, I never saw racism mani-
fcsl itself so vividly in 1oday·s sociely a,; I had seen in 
South ,\fricn. 
Thmking bac~ ovcr my joumcy when I reached Durban, I 
was amazed at the picturesque cuy w11h its long slre1chm0 
heaches and towering hotel,. South Afnca is beautiful; l 
nc,cr thought Africa would be so developed. Then remem-
bering when I wa, driven a fow mile, a1'3y from the con-
ference location and became saddened. Thousand~ of 
blacks 1101 beache-; this time stre1che<l all along chc streets 
in poverty in ghettos called 1ownships. 
Making 1he s1a1ement that black people are 1he very 
foundation of 1he World Trade Center and ci1ing 
100,000.000 American Slaves as the vic1 ims ofter-
rorism 10 justif) 1he acls of bin Laden whoever was 
responsible. is absurd. Civiliza1ion upon chiliza1ion 
has been bui11 a1op hallowed ground since 1he ex.is-
1ence of time. Slavery was ugly byproducl of times 
long ago in 1his counlry. and it remains a blemish on 
our history as a na1ion. Ms. McClinton should know 
thal 1here were also black slave mongers who profll-
ed from 1he sale of other blacks. Slavery s1ill exisls in 
lhis world in places such as Afghanisian. but rm sure 
tha1 doesn'I concern Ms. McClinton since they arc not 
of her race. 
, As I walked mto the ,mall hospital I was taken bC<ck by the 
: horrendous smell of death on my first visit. Room allcr If Ms. McClinton is so concerned abou1 history 
repea1ing itself. I suggest she go back to freshman year 
and learn and understand the problems of the 20th and 
21 '' centuries. Stop this woe is me carping abou1 
repression, and s1ar1 learning how 10 change her own 
fa1c: take pride in her accomplishments of making it 
1hrough 1he senior year at a reputable institution, and 
get off 1he dime about wholesale discrimination per-
petra1ed by 1he very government who funds 61 per-
cent of Howard Universi1y budget! Grow up Ms. 
McClimon. and shame of 1he Hilltop for prin1ing 
1hese racist ravings. 
! room was filled with black bro1hers and sisters suffering 
' -
with AIDS. Imel his bro1hcr lying succumbed by the paio 
: of the virus. with glassy yellow eyes and a frail composi-
: tion he reached for my hand. I cook his hanJ and just 
) looked at him. 
' 1\vo days later he met death. I returned to 1hc facility with 
, other people who were allending the conference and work 
' with the issue of HIV/AIDS. We went into a room filled 
i with women infec1cd with AIDS. They praised the local 
! doctor for his extraordinary work and dedication he has for 
' 
Well, I came 10 find 1hat Uurban the city was just a fa,;adc 
and for many of the natives. unattainable to enjoy it in lhe 
,ame capacity thal I was. I realized that in Musiq Soul-
chil<l, lyrics to the song cnlitlcd, for, be Alright. where he 
says, we share our joys we share our pains; I felt ii. The 
problems that affect America mirror in different levels, 
1ha1 of South Africa. Looking out to the masses of black 
people. the original people of that land, I saw them hold-
ing-on just forsurvival. 
The only religious "'leader .. who was impruden1 
enough to make s1a1ements about our bringing 1he ter-
rorisl ace on ourselves because of 1he sinful behavior 
or ··homosexuals .. and other so called .. miscrean1s". 
recan1ed his rhe1oric and apologized. but rm not sur• 
prised tha1 Ms. McClin1on would cile lhe ravings of 
an extremht. Billy Graham was far more typical of 1he 
rhetoric that religious leaders used 10 pro1es1 lhese acts. 
Mr. Falwell is nol a rel igious leader but a loud-mouth, 
bigol who has the at1en1ion of a so called ··moral'" 
, them. The women talked with much emotion about lhe 
: governmental hospitals that refused 10 help them and ulti-
mately told them to go home and die. Th,.., the women 
confronted U$ and asked whether \\C had ony promises, 
any hopes, •ny medication and food. I myself had nothing 
to offer on the spot. 
Sincerely. 
Julie R. Kimelman 
LO<)king into 1he eyes of the women I felt very weak and 
let't' !he room. I walked and kneeled down and dosed my 
eyes. 1 began to mourn the dealh of those brolhers and sis-
1crs in South Africa. 
We a, Americans have problems and lnt!!e<lic, but we arc 
blessed beyond bchcf. I hop~ September 11, 2001 "ill 
wake all of us up to love humanity . all life on thts e:1rth 
and cherish it. The precious livc, l0,1 at lhe World Trade 
Center and the Pentagon can ·1 be regained by a single mili-
tary action. Maybe the perpetrators in this heartless crime 
might be killed or brought to jus1ice one day. Horrible peo-
ple will be taken out and will reappear throughout time. 
How we as Americans can really show app1-.:<:ia1ion for the 
numerous lives lo,t is lo sinvc toward ending suffering 
worldwide whelher it be economic, health, religious pcrse• 
cu1,on or lhc loss of dignity and re,pccl. We as Americans 
mu,t reflect 1'11 inclusiveness and (0<,,k to tho• c thal are 
hurting not only domestically but also internationally 
\\'ILL YOU JOIN ME? 
Disclaimer: 
The ugly face of racism aod it, effects hit me horil in my 
chest. 
Uuerly disgusted and both ,adrlen. I could not undcrs1and 
why so many South African black men, women and chil-
dren were dying of this lerriblc, iru< which caused 1he 
breakdown of the 11nmune system called AIDS, while lhc 
world just stands by and allO\\S it. Why don"t coun1rics 
The views expressed on the Perspective 
pages of The Hilltop are soley the opin-
ions of the authors names above them. 
like the United Kingdom, United States. Spain, France, 
Germany and Canada enact emergency measure, to end 
these great fatalities? There are times when I hear our lead-
ers speak about 1he urgency to have an American presence 
in Kosovo, or Bosnia. But rarely have I heard about Amer-
ica feeling need to act to slnbilizc life in Africa. Allcnding 
lhc WC AR. in Durban left me a lilllc biller al>out the slule 
of the African. 
Marcus J. Adolphus is a senior, Broadcasi Journalism 
major from Cleveland Heights, OH. He can be reached at 
madolphus(ct;hotrnail.com 
They do not reflect the views of The 
Hilltop Editorial Board. 
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INTEGRATING VALUES 
' 
• l 
In the last few days. the outpour of emotions over 
the calastrophic loss of lives and destruc1ion of institu-
tions must mean. and musl demonstrale 1hat what 
binds man. as a specie. transcends the basic fulfillmem 
of food. clothing and shelter. For in 1he limil, there is 
hidden in man. a deep web of lies and feelings that 
canno1 be defined by geographic boundaries. 
• Although every religion has i1s own 1hesis about the 
origin of man. whether or no1 a man believes 1he spe• 
ciJic thesis propounded by a religion is left 10 faith. 
Beyond 1he multiplicity of theses regarding 1hc origin 
of man, 1he nature. strucmre and s1rength of assoeia-
lion is very impor1an1. Even 1hough the origin of man 
is very importanl, ii is equally more importam to set 
llnd redefine the set of principles thai should bind 
human associalion. I have used the word redefine 
Joosely to mean gelling back 10 the basics. 
I think we need 10 examine the founda1ions of ethics 
and the pillars of religion. For, as we have seen over 
the last few days. ii has been difficull. if nol impossible 
to separale religion, race. color, na1ionality. church and 
slate. Given the mood of the couniry. few, if any. would 
blink a1 1he 1hough1 of re1alia1ion. Therefore, wi1hin 
• 
As a new doc1oral s1uden1 at Howard University, I have 
been informally introduced to the auspices of separate and 
unequal regarding 1he lack of much needed resources for 
,doctoral students such as myself. Before I digress any fur-
•ther, I think we should have a clear underslandiog of what 
exaclly is ''Separale and Unequal." as it periains or 
relates 10 the university library. 
According to B\ack Law's Die1ionary (71h Ed), "Sep-
;arale bm Equal, .. is the equality of 1rea1ment is accord-
ed when the races are provided substantially equal facil-
'ities even !hough these facilities be separate. However. 
this is no11he case when ii comes to the library here a1 
Howard University. I am quile certain tha1 many students 
,before me have made similar claims respectively. and yet 
.they have went unanswered for a mullirude of reasons. 
: Some may claim that is due tolhe lack of monies from 
tlhe federal governmen1, or even the minuscule amoun1s 
of alumni donations. Which ever the case or cases may 
'be, I always though1 that 1he library was 1he storage of 
Ademola A. Aiyegoro 
associations or organizations of human beings. an indi-
vidual's freedom ends where 1he righ1s of someone 
else begins. This is 1rue, m least in democm1ic systems. 
Ye1. ii musl be the case lhat if man is 10 survive as a 
specie. man must survive. fi"t as an individual. then as 
a colony. be i1 a geographic entity and/or as a member 
of groups wi1hin a viriual ne1work. These boundaries 
mus1 be recognized. The overarching boundaries must 
be circumscribed by ethics, values and morality. 
Whereas violence in any form mus1 001 be allowed. i1s 
new millennium dimension. as demonsira1ed in the 
killings of innocenl ci1i,ens and 1he a1tack on our 
nations mu,1 be stopped. 
Undoub1edly, !here is a need for mass education in 
those coun1ries 1ha1 condone violence. For. an educated 
communi1y. though knowledgeable, is able to discern 
the impacl of those ex1rcme and gruesome ac1ions 1hat 
we have just wilnessed. No. violence canno1 be 
explained in terms of religion. because 1ha1 which a 
man worships, whatever the religion. does not condone 
1he reckless and wanton sacrifice of human lives. Nei-
ther does a man·s religion look kindly at the use vio-
lence. I 1hink . 
The agony from the loss of human li ves is very 
depressing. The effects. as vivid as they are in the short 
cerm. mus1 also he seen within 1he con1ex1 of enduring 
pain• in 1hc long run. In addition to che impac1 of the 
pain being in1ergenerational, the killings mask the 
damage embodied in 1he long-term psychological 
effects 1his experience would have on us as people. As 
we ha\'e seen over the past few days, na1ionali1y. race 
or religion become cardinal. bu1 not subordina1c 10 our 
collective sprit of human feelings. in and out of 1hese 
three spectrums. 
Our recent experience also raises an issue for global-
ization. The web of social in1erac1ions mus1 increase at 
a ra1e global enough 10 encourage civi lized associa1ion. 
II mus1 also be defined in terms of 1he opportuni1y 
cos1s of breakages or leakages in lhe web tha1 lies man 
1oge1her. irrcspec1ive of 1he na1ionality. race or religion. 
The events also raise the issue of resource alloca-
tion, in the sense 1hat nations have 10 direct resources 
to 1he more efficicn1 fron1iers of e1hics. values and 
morality, because 1hese define higher levels of associa-
tion~ beyond bread and buncr. I choose to term all 
three ''Integra1ing values ... These values transcend 
Separate and Unequal Libraries 
Michael Bakeley 
archival, present. and future informaiinn. Based upon my 
experience so far this semester. our s1oragc of informa-
lion is hungry for the nourishment of books. 1 should not 
have 10 elaborale on that either for !hose that have 
anempted 10 conduct sound research. 
Considering the magnificent and glorious legacy of 
Howard University, in producing more Black PhD's than 
any other place in 1he country. ii should really put more 
efforts in obtaining more books for all ils students. as 
compared 10 jusl merely saying what ii produce, each 
year. I am quite certain 1hat if you surveyed most of the 
doc1oral students. as to where 1hey conduc1ed 1heir 
research. 1heir answer may be 1he likes of George Wash-
ing1on, George1own University, or mayhe the Uni\'ersi-
tyofMaryland. Hones1ly. how often do you think studenls 
from 01her schools within 1he DC Metro area come to 
Howard because their own library does not have certain 
books? Really' 
What really amazes me is how can a univer~i1y with a 
research le,-cl I stams, be so lacking in material 1ha1 i1s 
doc1oral students need. This means thai if you offer a doc• 
toral degree in a certain area. one would think 1he library 
would have extensive material in 1hese respecth-c areas. 
I am no1 saying 1hat one cannol find any books in the 
library; I am merely saying 1hat energies should be 
directed to augmenting 1he library bookshelves. 
For !hose that may dissent in my assessment. ask uni-
versity officials as to what's on the agenda concerning 
impro,-cments with the library. I am hoping 1hey do not 
anempl to have you focus on the cwo new Libraries thn1 
just opened. 1 say this because I was informed personal-
ly at the Health Services Library. 1ha1 .. If you a.re not 
enrolled in any of the health sciences programs. you can 
only have access 10 the library until 5 pm.•· 
Whatever happened to my Equal Protection Rights as 
a studen1? Th.is is the same 1ype of treatment our collec-
tive Black people received historically. when they 
a11emp1ed to enter a library. Here ii is in the 21st cenlu-
s1rucmres 1ha1 define me forces of association, be they 
market, command or mixed. For without ethics, instilu• 
tions markel or mixed economy cannot function. With-
out values, organizations, physical or virtual cannot 
function, and wi1hou1 moral,, man's lhoughts aboul the 
dele1erious effects of violence cannol be contained. 
In codifying 1he cenlerpiece of human interaction. I 
suggest that ethics, values and moralily should be 1he 
centerpiece of our human interac1ions. Wi1hin this 
framework and in the con1ext of the multifaceted net-
work of man. ethics would define tha1 which is righl. 
values would decide the ordering, and morals would 
define that which is virtuous. These core requir~ments, 
I believe. must be at 1he forefront of our articles of 
human associa1ion. for without 1hem. we cannot move 
forward. 
Ademola A. Aiyegoro, PhD is 011 Associare Professor 
i11 rite Departmem of Fintmce in rhe School of Busi-
11ess. He ca11 be reached ar tlteltillrop@ltormail.com. 
ry and now some of us are carrying out the same prac-
tice unconsciously, on our on people. 
My point is to send a clear message 10 University offi-
cials 1ha1 many students have 1he same sentiments as 
myself. As the former Dean of Howard's Law School, 
Charles Hamihon Houston, placed on all his s1udents to 
chat of ,-cry high s1andard and did not except mediocrily. 
With that in mind, in order for one 10 perform al this level, 
one does need certain 1ools in order 10 achieve this level. 
1 hope we realize what we are doing 10 our soon to he 
alumni. This clearly means they will leave 1he Universi-
ty wi1h a foul ias1e in their mouth, and !hereby possibly 
not donating any much needed money to the university. 
Michael Bakeley is a docrorol srudem i11 rite polirical 
science departmem from Detroir. He ca11 be reached ar 
m_bakeley@ltotmail.com. 
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In the global equities marh:ets, Kumi works c!oseiy with his hedge fL1nd clients to help manage their complex 
transactions. As a mentor in the Big Brother',; Big Sisters program, his dedication has an even greater influence. 
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